
Inter Campus
Since 1997 for the Right to Play



«Every child has a 

fundamental Right to 

Play»
United Nations
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Inter Campus, as F.C. Internazionale Milano social project, carries out flexible and long-

term cooperation interventions in 30 countries around the world. With the support of

more than 300 local operators, it uses football as a social tool to give back their

fundamental Right to Play to ten thousand needy girls and boys between 6 and 13.

INTER CAMPUS



Since 1997 Inter Campus gives 

back the Right To Play to 

thousands of needy children, 

using the values of sport and the 

game of football as an 

educational tool.
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Inter Campus contributes to the development of the local communities, supporting educational, social and

sanitary protection programs carried out by local partners. Moreover, Inter Campus promotes social

integration among differing ethnic groups and cultures.
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Latin America
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, 

Paraguay, Venezuela

Asia
Cambodia, China, Nepal

Africa
Angola, Cameroon, Congo, 

Morocco, Tunisia, Uganda

North America
Mexico, United States

Middle East
Iran, Israel & Palestine, 

Lebanon

Central America and 
Caribbean

Cuba, Nicaragua

Europe

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Italy, 

Poland, Romania, Russia, Hungary

Inter Campus is constantly active in 30 countries around the world.



Inter Campus network counts on more than 40

local partners (associations, foundations,

NOGs) around the globe: these are the actors

running the activity on a daily basis.

Institutional and private partners are also part

of this exiting team.

Partnerships (Local, Institutional 
and Proud)

Every year, to every child.

Participating to Inter Campus means receiving

the official Inter kit, made of shorts and jersey,

symbol of belonging and distinction.

Official Inter Jersey

Technical and pedagogical clinics on Inter

Campus methodology run for free by skilled IC

Staff, in favor of local coaches and educators.

Continuous monitoring and evaluation, through

remote control and periodical visits

Formation

Promotion, visibility, Institutional relations,

involvement of the local communities and

responsibility to take on the media role every

sport organization has.

Communication
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Inter Campus operates in complicated contexts, working as a promoter towards sustainable
social improvement. Flexibility and continuity are the pillars on which we build every action.



Inter Campus 
Methodology:
the 4 Aeas of
children
personality

Sport/Soccer act on the 
cognitive area stimulating
the development of 
memory, sense
perception, language
and intelligence

Sport/Soccer act on the 
social area stimulating
collaboration, 
participation and 
cooperation

Sport/Soccer act on the 
motor area stimulating the 
development of biological

and motor function

Motor

Emotional Cognitive

Social

Sport/Soccer act on the 
emotional - affective area 

stimulating self-confidence
and motivation
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Achieving integral self-development and personality building through 

football.



The United Nations and their Agencies have been cooperating with
Inter Campus since 2005, when the first agreement with UNDP was
signed. After that, UNICEF, UNIFIL, UNOSDP, UNIRC, UNFPA and
many others joined the nerazzurri social project.

This steady collaboration brought Inter to be the first team ever
entering the United Nations HQ with its entire squad in 2016.

During the Inter Summer Tour of that year, the in power UN
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon gave the initial kick to an Inter
friendly game, aware of the outstanding social activities carried out
buy the Club.

Institutional Partners
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Ban Ki-moon, former UN General Secretary



THANK YOU

Contact us

Viale della Liberazione 16/18, Milano

Email : intercampus@inter.it

intercampus.inter.it


